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Inputs to improve the overall Curriculum 

 More hands-on Experience and more Practical knowledge about Industry and its units 

 Include carrier oriented end to end trainings on ERP. E.g. Sales force, SAP functional 

SD, FICO, MM, CRM, Oracles finance 

 please add digital marketing subject, it’s very imp. 

 The only suggestion is to rely and implementation of more possible practical level 

industry scenario 

 Having more of industry interactions 

 Increase in number of certification courses 

 Emphasis to be given in building basics strong for the subjects which involves practical 

implications and illustrations in the first and second semesters as it will help students to 

become more competitiveness. 

 Industry and on the job related experience to be given to students’ form 3rd Semester 

 More focus on placements 

 To make it more relevant and updated based on current business environment and laws, 

use more of current business cases to prepare students for more real life experiences. 

 Corporates/professionals be invited often for open sessions for practical insights to 

students. Industry visits /tours must form part of curriculum 

 Include industry relevant courses like MS Excel, BI Tools 

 Na 

 Placement could have been better during our batch; I am sure it will be improved by 

now. 

 Distributor Handling and dealers handling on hand experience Marketing student should 

get before entering corporate world 

 Provide case studies on latest industry and Market trends 

 More of practical case studies to be discussed with students. 

 The communication training should be practical as most of our North Karnataka students 

are intelligent but are unable to explain themselves due to lack of communication skills.  

 Overall the institute has given us the exact inputs and helped us to get the proper 

company 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




